Department of Computer Science
Class of 2021
Dear Graduates of Computer Science:

Congratulations to the graduating Computer Science students of 2021. You have successfully completed our difficult and demanding program, made even harder by the disruptions brought on by the pandemic during the last eighteen months. On behalf of the CS faculty and staff, I would like to thank you for entrusting your college education to us and to wish you the best for your life and career after graduation.

We usually receive our graduates and their families at a reception in the Science Building. That is not possible this year, but we will have a Zoom ceremony starting at 12 noon on Thursday June 3rd, 2021. I hope to see you there.

Congratulations and best wishes for your future endeavors,

Dr. Alex Ryba,

Chair Computer Science Department Queens College
Departmental Awards

**Philip Drummond Memorial Award**
– for excellent academic achievement
  Jacob David
  Aaron Goldblatt
  Shmuel Halbfinger
  Ba Khoi Nguyen Le
  Basira Shirzad

**Robert Spector Memorial Award**
– for high academic skills and service to other students
  Tova Blau

**Award for Excellence in Graduate Study**
  Miriam Abramovitz
Candidates for Degrees

Summer 2020

The following is a list of candidates who have successfully met all degree requirements.

FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Christopher Chung
Yi Yu

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Brandon H Hwang
Kai Li
Han Wen Loh

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Jasir Ahmed
Ahmed Azom
Asraful Babul
Julien D Bankier
Joseph N Bdaro
Allison Brenner
Calvin Chen
Misbah Chowdhury
Chandra S Deb
Imran H Fakir
Jyoti Ghising
Rashidul Hasan
Timothy S Hill
Rayhana Hossain
Yuhuan Huang

Fall 2020

The following is a list of candidates who have successfully met all degree requirements.

FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Miriam Abramovitz
Edward J Cerverizzo
Foyroj Mohammed Kabir

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Hisamah Ali
Yaniv Bronshtein
Chana Chein
Loviza Zahid Chohan
Lucas L Demas

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
Jiaxin Sun

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Seung Joon Lee
Ding Lin
Engui Lin
Michelle Lin
David Liu
Giunaauth Naraine
Cassandra Joanne Newcomer

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Matthew Cattaneo
Pratap Gurung
Jiade Lin

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Emiljano Bodaj
Ariana A Campbell

Winter 2021

The following is a list of candidates who have successfully met all degree requirements.

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Matthew Cattaneo
Pratap Gurung
Jiade Lin

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Emiljano Bodaj
Ariana A Campbell

Wangqiong Huang
Niraj Lama
Longlong Lu  Davida Respler  Chao-Chieh Wang  
Nehal Patel  Prince Suwal  Lin Zheng

Spring 2021

The following is a list of candidates for graduation and not an official list of graduates.

FOR THE DEGREE OF MASTER OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Zhizhang Chen  Edwin A Quintuna  Guohua Zhang  
Tashi Dolma  You Jia Sun  Yuan Zhong  
Youjie Lin  Eleftherios Troullouris

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Mohammed Abid  Mohammad R Hossain  Muhtadi Munshi  
Hyojin Ahn  Zhiwen Jiang  Thomas B Nagan  
Marlon S Amedee  Jianguo Jin  Karsh Patel  
Ashima Arora  Rojan K C  William Powers  
Mikael A Augustin  Fizza Khan  Mudit Prashar  
Steven Baum  Myeongcheol Dan Kim  Ayub Rai  
Richie Budijono  Ming Lei  Matthew V Rodriguez  
Adam Carballido  Christopher H Li  Eric Sherman  
Tao Chen  Jia Yu Lin  Peter J Sideris  
Bee Sim Chew  Renjie Lin  Benjamin S Sommer  
Shuvo Dash  Stanley Lin  Ringo Sukegawa  
Damian Diaz  Richard A Lomax  Zhiheng Tan  
Paul Prageeth Don  Guolong Luo  Louis Xia  
Trisha M Espejo  Vagner L Machado  Run Hao Yang  
Efthimios Georgiou  Aaron Mechanic  Eric Yin  
Aaron Goldblatt  Cristina M Modesto  Xin Zeng  
Luis Gualpa  Jairo Molina  Jeffrey Zhao

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Sulbha Aggarwal  Jason A Brandwein  Kenneth A Esdaile  
Fawad Ahmad  Serena A Burton  Qisheng Feng  
Muhammad Ahmed  Kevin Camarillo  Naiem Gafar  
Tosha Ahmed  Eric Chan  David Golbari  
Kamrul Alam  Amit Charran  Emiliano Antonio Gonzalez  
Mahmudul Alam  Chao Chen  Valdez  
Faridon Azezollah  Ju Hao Chen  Franz Waldir Guzman  
Maor Azoulay  Justin Z Cortez  Shmuel Halbfinger  
Pawan Bhatta  Zafar Daimally  Derick Harsraj  
Tanjimul H Bhuiyan  Marinos Dakis  Shunuan Hu  
Meidi Bi  Austin Daniel  Xihao Huang  
Cody Bisram  David Davidov  Sadika Hussain  
Tova E Blau  Sekyi Dolma  Ilyun Jang
Michael C Jans  John S Mancuso  Gurjinder Singh
Christopher Jason  Parth Mehta  Kunwardeep Singh
Cheng Jiang  Silvia L Mendez  Mahadeo G Singh
Murgray D John  Omar Miah  Ben Soleimany
Dylan Johnson  Ephraim Miller  Zifei Song
Joshua J Kahen  Alexis Montes  Ibrahim Suhail
Sihang Chen  Doris Moreno Alvarez  Monika Svilaitė
Zheng Zhong Chen  Kimberly Muniz  Zain A Syed
Jacob M David  Win Thurein Myint  Paulina Truszkowski
Jian Wei Kang  Erum Nadeem  Alikhan T Tulebayev
Noor S Khan  Sireesha Narige  Brian J Umína
Enoch Kim  Angel L Nazario  Ricardo J Vega
Hyunbin Kim  Kenley Nicolas  Matthew P Verderber
Jamil Kocacal  Maria D Nikitina  Marcelo E Villalba
Danny Kong  Tim Oh  Chia Chieh Wang
Thomas Kousountidis  Dhara H Patel  Xinying Wang
Jian H Kuang  Andres Quintero  Tiara V Williams
Pema Lama  Anthony Ramnarain  Wenbin Wu
Sangey Lama  Hamza Rashid  Laert Xhumari
Ba Khoi Nguyen Le  Zifei Ren  Zonglin Yang
Kin Hang Lee  Jose Riano  Jonathan A Yazdananah
Pengfei Li  Jose W Rivas  Weiwei Ye
Rebecca Li  Rajan Sah  Jia Cheng Yu
Junbin Liang  Daven Santana  Zhaohong Yu
Qi Lin  Justin Schreiber  Martin R Zaforullah
Meihe Liu  Rose Scibilia  Nazer A Zahir
Chung Yin Lui  Mehran M Seraj  Aubrey Zhang
Durga Maharjan  Karma Sherpa  Lin Bo Zhang
Hridity Hossain Majumder  Basira Shirzad  Linlin Zhu
James C Mancuso  Ishan Shrestha

Summer 2021

The following is a list of candidates for graduation and not an official list of graduates.

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

Ana Gillani  Josh M Improgo  Jeffrey Torres
Sehyun Hwang  Akshar R Patel  Emanuel L Zubli
Jonas N Improgo  Arif Rahman

FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR OF ARTS IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

David Acuqui  Yitzchak Ben-Ami  Binod Gurung
Rafi Ahmed  Rashad A Farooqi  Xuhuan He
Md Foyjul Anwar  Asif Gani  Changoh Hong
Kevin Balderrama  Allan J Gershon  Mariana Hoyos
Tajrian Islam  Oscar Lin  Rani Shrestha
Safa Javid      Pinpin Ma    Henry Shum
Thomas Jimenez  Volha Nedahreyenka Barinderjit S Sidhu
Jordon J Johnson Aliem A Noor  Harmandeep Singh
Nazmul Karim    Patrick Ou    Calvin Thang
Rupinder Kaur   Keval Patel   Angelo Veres
Dhanesh Kesari  Tahmid Rahim  Xinyu Wang
Husna Khosrawi  Resha Ramcharan Kevin K Williams
Erik Kim        Chelsea Rodriguez  Krzysztof Wysocki
Nima Wangdi Lama Md Ashekin Al Rozon  Junxian Xie
Pak Yin Lau     Jonathan Shitrit  Hang Bin Zheng